
SALES AND TROJAN HORSE

Episode Why you need a Trojan Horse of Sales, with Stephen Woessner. Stephen is the CEO of Predictive ROI and the
host of the Onward Nation podcast. The Trojan Horse of Sales Business Development Strategy.

Digital marketing is great â€” heck â€” Predictive ROIâ€¦my core business is a digital marketing agencyâ€¦and
we have worked hard to earn our chops in this space. Becauseâ€¦what I oftentimes find is that the business
owners who are reluctant to get out and sell are the owners who are the most attracted to an inbound or digital
marketing model for what should be a true sales strategy. Sometimes You Need a Trojan Horse August 5, If
you remember your Greek history, the Trojans were able to invade an enemy city by hiding in a Trojan horse
which was brought Trojan horse in Canakkale, Turkey Photo credit: Wikipedia inside of the gates. Through
the use of stories, analogies and careful explorations of important ideas, this agenda has reached and inspired
many people. For example, on the surface one might think that your local cinema is in the movie business. I
often say that if God wants me to get the message, He needs to take out a billboard or hit me over the head
with the brick. Many marketing lessons can be found in the original myth. Pay attention is a key phrase here,
because permission marketers understand that when someone chooses to pay attention they are actually paying
you with something preciousâ€¦ Real permission works like this: if you stop showing up, people complain,
they ask where you wentâ€¦ Permission is like dating. Then, as you are inside of the gates, you will start to
achieve the progress towards the intersection of trust and timing. This added a level of convenience as well as
a level of value to the purchase of a commodity that typically was ignored by both vendors and customers.
Why, exactly, has this particular story retained its grip on our imagination for so long? You can further
segment it by home and office or third-place camping, tailgating, etc. This is why you see so many booths
giving away pens at trade shows. Quick side noteâ€¦Wendy is the one who gave me the idea and push to write
Profitable Podcasting â€¦which we released a few short weeks agoâ€¦and it became a 1 New Release on
Amazon. Marchese also advocates the Trojan Horse approach to art: The Trojan Horse is an artifact that
possesses a host of hidden agendas. So how does the Trojan Horse approach work with services firms? Was
my goal to have a best seller? Seriouslyâ€¦episode !?! As Walter Hamady writes: The book as a structure is the
Trojan horse of art â€” it is not feared by average people. Artists must now use ingenuity and creativity to
spread their ideas. Instead of seeing it as a cheap reminder tool, you are free to consider it as your Trojan
Horse. The Greeks chose a form which appealed to their targets, using a sacred creature and type of wood.
Some of the businesses using trojan horse marketing include banks, internet and cell phone service providers,
record and book clubs and other companies in which the customer will be expected to have a continuing
relationship. The Greeks entered and destroyed the city of Troy, ending the war.


